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Egypt-Lebanon...New steps for joint cooperation
Egyptian-Lebanese Business Forum

Investment and International Cooperation Minister Sahar Nasr took part
alongside Lebanon’s Prime Minister Saad Hariri in the Egyptian-Lebanese
business forum, held in Cairo.
Trade and Industry Minister Tarek Qabil and his Lebanese counterpart Raed
Khoury, and the Egyptian-Lebanese business council’s members were
present during the forum.
Nasr expressed her aspiration that the cooperation between the two countries
would peak to the desired level, especially economic, trade, and investment
cooperation. She expressed hope that the coming stage would witness
development of the Egyptian-Lebanese investments via encouraging the the
private sector in both countries to launch relevant initiatives.
Nasr wished that trade exchange between both countries would increase via
removing all the obstacles facing it in both states.
Egyptian-Lebanese Joint Higher Committee
The Egyptian-Lebanese Joint Higher Committee held a meeting under the
prime ministers of the two countries. The meeting was attended by Egyptian
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ministers of culture, antiquities, tourism, environment and international
cooperation, in addition to the Lebanese delegation.

The meeting probed means of developing Egyptian-Lebanese relations in all
fields. A number of agreements was signed in the fields of tourism, training,
economy and agriculture.
Egypt, Lebanon ink 7 documents to foster mutual ties

Investment and International Cooperation Minister Sahar Nasr signed seven
documents in the fields of small and medium-sized enterprises, consumer
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protection, experience exchange, youth, antiquities, environment protection,
sports and security cooperation. This came on the sidelines of the EgyptianLebanese Higher Committee led by Prime Minister Sherif Ismail and his
Lebanese counterpart Saad Hariri.
The minister added that she signed 17 documents during the committee’s
meeting.
During the meeting, she reviewed the outcome of the Egyptian-Lebanese
ministerial committee in which the Egyptian part reviewed a number of
investment opportunities to the Lebanese part including investing in various
industrial zones in a number of domains.
She added that the Egyptian-Lebanese joint businessmen forum was held as
well as the first meeting for the joint business council that aims to foster
bilateral relations in trade and investment fields.
Negotiations with WB on 3rd tranche of its loan

Minister of Investment and International Cooperation Sahar Nasr asserted
that she held a meeting with the visiting mission of the World Bank (WB) to
negotiate on the third tranche of the a three-billion-dollar loan presented
from the bank for economic support.
Nasr said that the mission's visit comes to follow up the reforms done by the
government to improve the investment atmosphere in Egypt and stand on the
steps taken by the government in the business field.
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3 deals were signed with Mauritania

Agriculture Minister Abdel Moneim el Banna signed three agreements in the
fields of fishing, agriculture and veterinary. The three deals were inked by
the Mauritanian ministers of fisheries and maritime economy, agriculture
and veterinary. During the signing ceremony, Banna said six training grants
will be provided under the deals to serve the fields of fishing, agriculture and
veterinary between the two countries.
Alhokair Group increased investment in Egypt

Investment Minister Sahar Nasr discussed with representatives from Saudi
Arabia's Fawaz Alhokair Group means of boosting investments in Egypt.
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The Saudi group team expressed desire to inject more investments into
Egypt with an aim to set up three shopping malls in the administrative
capital, New Cairo and Tanta.
The talks also tackled ways of finalizing the second stage of the Mall of
Arabia in the Sixth of October City.
The minister welcomed increasing the investments of the Saudi group in
Egypt, stressing that taking measures for securing a proper investment
climate represented a top priority.
She said the ministry is keen on giving momentum to the private sector and
encouraging Arab investors to boost investments in Egypt.
She noted that an investment map is being drawn up in coordination with all
the ministries to highlight investment opportunities in various governorates.
Egypt achieves a growth rate of 4.3 %

During the Cabinet’s weekly meeting, the minister of trade and industry
gave a presentation on the 2016/2020 strategy to boost the industrial
development and the foreign trade.
He said that Egypt achieved a growth rate of 4.3 per cent despite the difficult
conditions facing the tourism sector.
The minister added that the strategy of the industrial development targets an
industrial growth of 8 percent.
Chairman of the Financial Supervisory Authority Sherif Samy presented a
report on the Egyptian criteria of financial assessment of assets.
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Sisi urges support for export industries

President Abdel Fattah El Sisi asserted the necessity to support export
industries as part of an industrial development strategy.
Speaking during a meeting with Prime Minister Sherif Ismail and Industry
and Trade Minister Minister Tarek Qabeel, Sisi called for supporting
industries that meet local market needs.
Qabeel reviewed during the meeting his ministry's strategy to boost the
industrial development and Egypt's foreign trade.
The strategy is meant to achieve an eight-percent industrial development,
said the minister. It will also create around three million jobs until 2020, he
added.
Egypt targets 4.7 per cent growth this year

Minister of Planning, Follow-up and Administrative Reform Hala el Said
posted Prime Minister Sherif Ismail on the features of the social and
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economic development plan adopted by the government to reach a growth
rate of 6.5 percent in 2020.
In press statements, she said the plan focuses on dealing with the main
challenges resulting from the economic reform program.
Investments funded by the state budget in the country rose by 17 percent
this year, she said, adding that there is a program at the Ministry of
Investment to raise the efficiency of investment in education.
The minister asserted that the country targets a 4.7 per cent growth this year,
pointing out that the rise in the health system budget increased this year by 2
billion pounds.
United States Dollar to Egypt Pound

By the end of this week, the average buy price for the US dollar reached
18.0725 pounds, while the average sell price reached 18.1737 pounds.
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Gold price

The following table shows gold price per gram:

Carat

Gold price per gram in
Egyptian Pound (EGP)

24K Gram

719 EGP

21K Gram

629 EGP

18K Gram

539 EGP
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